




Unear A30(T)

All-In-One Design Al Noise Suppression 5-Meter Effective Voice
Plckup Range

Full-Duplex Mode

Echo cancellation Ultra Wide-Angle HD Resolution

All-In-One Video 
Conference Camera

Far-field Clear Voice Pickup
The effective voice pickup distance of A30(T) 
is 5-meter in the 75dB condition(common 
volume meetings).

Echo Cancellation
During full-duplex mode, the sound from 
the speaker can effectively being filtered 
out.

Noise-Suppression

Unear A30T Unear A30

A30(T)’s embedded AI algorithms learned 
thousands of background noises(e.g.  air 
conditioner running sound and keyboard 
tapping sound) and can be suppressed to 
the greatest extent. 

Ultra wide angle of view and 
HD Resolution
The ultra wide-angle and HD resolution 
allows all attendees can be clearly shown 
on the camera together.

An ideal all-in-one solution for small-to-medium sized teams. 

* The product specification may be updated due to the product upgrade.



Unear A50E

All-In-One Video Conference Bar
Speaker Tracking

Real-time tracking of every speaker through a 
built-in 5-microphone array.

Close-up Group

Depending on the number of participants, you 
can easily achieve a variety of split-screen 

presentation methods.

Daisy Chain 
Speakerphones

Easily cascade up to 4 Unear M30E units 
with just one PoE cable for flexible 
deployment in any size conference 

room.

* The product specification may be updated due to the product upgrade.

Auto Framing

Unear A50E

Through various AI algorithms such as 
sound source localization and voice 
tracking, the screen size can be 
automatically adjusted according to the 
number of participants and location 
changes.

A professional audio and video all-in-one device that integrates various AI functions. 

All-In-One Design Ultra Wide-Angle Ultra HD Resolution

Speaker Tracking Auto Framing Closeup Group

Al Noise Suppression5-Meter Effective Voice
Plckup Range

Echo cancellationDaisy-chain Speakerphone



Unear M30(E)

Video Conferencing Speakerphone

4 high-performance directional microphones 
array can easily pick up the human voice within 
5 meters and eliminate thousands of 
background noises.

Unear M30EUnear M30

The best audio practice in any size conference 
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HD Directional Noise Cancelling 
Microphone

The Unear M30E has industry-leading 
multi-unit cascading capabilities,5 units 
can be easily daisy-chained through POE 

network cable cascade.

HQ Full-range Speakers

High quality full frequency speakers optimized 
for human voice ensure optimal sound 
recovery.

Professional Acoustic Structure
Microphone, speaker separation design, 

scientific and reasonable acoustic structure 
to the maximum extent to avoid noise 

interference, to ensure clear transmission 
of audio.

Daisy-chain Speakerphones

Al Noise Suppression 5-Meter Effective Voice
Plckup Range

Full-Duplex Mode

Daisy-chain 
Speakerphone

Echo Cancellation

Hidden Interface HD full-range Speakers Automatic Gain

* The product specification may be updated due to the product upgrade.



Unear V20

Support WDR2K ultra 
high-resolution

Dual Noise-
Canceling Mics

Area Sound 
Pickup

Privacy 
protection

Multiple Installation 
Modes

Ultra Wide-angle

Webcam

Best webcam for a variety of flexible personal office scenarios.
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Support WDR

Support wide dynamic range and 
automatic light correction to achieve the 

best presentation of the picture.

Area Sound Pickup
90° area sound pickup to avoid 
noise interference and ensure 
accurate pickup of speech.

Privacy Protection
Privacy cover can be selectively opened to 
maximize the protection of user privacy.

Dual Noise-
Canceling Mics
Dual microphones realize 
3-meter voice pickup and 
effectively noise-suppression.

2K Ultra High-
resolution
2K HD picture quality, support up to 
60fps, restore realistic picture.

* The product specification may be updated due to the product upgrade.

Unear V20



Unear V50  &  V50E  &  V50X

Video Conferencing 
PTZ Camera

Unear V50 Unear V50E Unear V50X

The industry's top HD camera and the best conference solution terminal.
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Ultra Wide-angle, Whisper-
quiet PTZ Motor
Super Angle field of view expansion, pan 
and tilt, they move smoothly with no noise. 

Ultra-HD Video Quality
Ultra HD video quality makes restored video 
extremely clear, so as to deliver expression 

           and motion in detail.

* The product specification may be updated due to the product upgrade.

High Magnified Lossless
HD Zoom
High magnified lossless HD zoom allows 
distal attendees to obtain every detail in the 
meeting room accurately. 

Privacy Protection
When not making a video call, the 
camera stays down by default for 

maximum visual privacy.

Automatic Light Correction PTZ Control

Privacy Protection

HD Resolution HD Zoom

4 Camera Presets Multiple Installation Modes



Unear HS20

Video Conferencing Headset Dual Noise-canceling Mics
ECM directional mic and MEMS 
omnidirectional mic are combined with 
dual-mic noise reduction algorithm to 
maximize the shielding of ambient noise 
and restore clear calls.Ultimate noise reduction audio enjoyment solution in noisy office 

environment.

Integrated in-line Controls
Easily adjust volume and turn off microphone 
or speaker with a single click of the in-line 
Controls button on the untangled cable.

Ergonomic Structure and 
Skin-friendly Material
High grade memory protein cotton earmuffs 
and padded headbands make the product 
comfortable to wear even for a long time.

HQ Speaker Optimized
for Voice

High performance headphone driver unit 
can greatly reduce sound distortion. 
Enjoy rich, clear digital audio that 
immerses you in calls and music.

* The product specification may be updated due to the product upgrade.

AI Noise Reduction Wear Comfortable Integrated in-line Controls HQ Speaker Optimized

           for Voice 
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